Press release

ITSS and TAS announce strategic partnership to boost
innovation in the payments solutions domain
Geneva and Milan, September 14, 2020 - Information Technology and Solutions and Services
(ITSS), a global banking software integrator, and TAS Group (TAS), a global provider of digital
payments software solutions, are pleased to announce their new strategic alliance aimed at
accelerating innovation in Financial Services.
Through this partnership, ITSS together with TAS, both Temenos partners, will strengthen their
services and be able to offer best-in-class solutions in the area of Payments, Card Management
Services and Intraday Liquidity management to Temenos T24 Transact core banking customers
worldwide.
TAS’s state-of-the-art software allows banks, both incumbents and digital-first challengers, to deliver
innovative payments products with a short time-to-market, integrating with and leveraging the latest
technologies and making use of rich-data APIs to offer end users a superior customer experience.
For over 35 years, TAS, through its deep domain expertise and advanced technology has brought
its flexible, secure and high-performance solutions to financial operators around the world. Now,
supported through this synergistic partnership, T24 Transact customers can leverage CARD 3.0 IE,
a flexible, modular and scalable card issuing, acquiring and processing platform that can be easily
and quickly deployed either on-premise or on the cloud.
Since 2001, ITSS has been committed to delivering banking technology services and solutions to
banks and financial institutions worldwide. As a Temenos partner, it has supported over 220
Temenos clients as a system integrator for all Temenos products including T24 Transact, FCM,
Islamic banking, TAP, Multifonds, Inclusive banking and Infinity. ITSS’ global delivery capability and
extended service offering enables it to establish long-term partnerships with its clients.
Umberto Pardi, Executive Vice President of International Channel Sales, TAS said: “We are
delighted to team up with fellow Temenos partner, ITSS, a leading system integrator with a global
reach and excellent reputation, to bring powerful payments solutions through an extensive library of
APIs integrated into T24 Transact core banking to clients in a matter of weeks. Together we enable
banks to elevate their market agility in an ever-changing payment ecosystem”.
Patrick Jaccoud, CEO, ITSS Global said “We are excited to embark on this mutually beneficial
partnership with TAS to offer sophisticated payments solutions to our clients from a renowned
partner. As we join forces to strengthen and expand our service delivery to our T24 Transact clients,
we are confident that we will accelerate business growth for our clients to remain competitive”.
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About TAS
TAS is a leading technology company, providing advanced solutions for cards, payment systems,
capital markets and extended enterprise. Its leading-edge software allows both banks and new
players in the payments space to deliver and manage frictionless, real-time B2C, B2B, B2G
transactions, integrating with and leveraging the latest technologies. From advanced fraud
management solutions that exploit the power of Machine Learning, to scalable, modular payment
platforms delivered over the Cloud, it empowers its customers to unlock the infinite potential of the
open and instant era and play an active role in the new payments ecosystem.
To learn more about TAS visit www.tasgroup.eu
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About ITSS
Information Technology and Solutions and Services (ITSS) is a global banking software integrator,
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland with 17 strategic offices in Europe, Middle East, Americas,
Africa and Asia. As a Temenos partner, ITSS has supported over 220 Temenos clients as a system
integrator for all Temenos products.
To learn more about ITSS visit https://www.itssglobal.com
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